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INTRODUCTION

This Bibliography has been produced in connection with the Fortieth Annual University of Exeter Maritime History Conference, held at the University 9-10 September 2006, partly as a means of illustrating Exeter’s contribution to Maritime History, but more importantly as a tool for historians. It is hoped that it will form the basis for a living bibliography to be accessible through the website of the University of Exeter Centre for Maritime Historical Studies. Covering publications from 1964, this start date has been chosen as it is the year in which the University formed the Department of Economic History and appointed as its head Professor Walter Minchinton.

Following the 2004 Maritime History conference, members of the Centre first gave thought to the fortieth conference and determined that such a record, probably exceptional for Maritime History events, should be celebrated. Thus the first session of the 2006 conference will be devoted to an overview of initiatives in Maritime History associated with the University and to separate historiographical assessments of publications associated with the University in Maritime History and in Naval History. The idea of a bibliography followed naturally.

The selection of entries spans the past four decades and the basis for inclusion is the association of the authors with the University as members of staff, research students, honorary fellows of the Centre for Maritime Historical Studies, contributors to seminars and conferences organised by the University if subsequently published and works published by the University of Exeter Press. Conscious that much good writing in compilations and unpublished non-doctoral dissertations fails to achieve independent listing elsewhere, the compilers have given special attention to multi-author works and theses. Both have long associations with Maritime History at the University of Exeter dating back to the 1960s, Celia King as one of the first students and the second research assistant in the Department of Economic History and Alston Kennerley as a research student in that Department and later as an honorary fellow of the Centre. Celia King has undertaken most of the literature searching and the typing.

The Bibliography is presented in subject classified order, supported by an author index and subject index. For a discussion of the definition of Maritime History and of the problems of selection and classification, we would refer the user to the ‘Introduction’ in David M Williams and Andrew P White, A select bibliography of British and Irish university theses about maritime history, 1792-1990 (St John’s, Newfoundland: IMEHA, 1991). In undertaking the literature search we have been helped by past and present University of Exeter historians. But our principal resource has been the facilities to be found in the University Library, and amongst its staff we are particularly indebted to Stuart Macwilliam for his advice and help. We hope and anticipate that further qualifying works will be brought to our attention.

Celia King and Alston Kennerley
Exeter, July 2006
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